WHITE WINE
DR. LOOSEN, “LOOSEN UP”, DRY RIESLING
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• Mosel-Saar, Germany NV
German winemakers such as our friend “Ernie” Loosen showed us this wine when he came to GRAPE
+ BEAN 2 years ago. It’s a fun easy drinking Riesling that is slightly sweet Riesling with citrus and
honey notes. Great with cheeses and seafood items or just by itself for the sweet wine fans.
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LA STAFFA, VERDICCHIO, CASTELLI DI JESI SUPERIORE DOC
• Le Marche, Italy 2016
La Staffa, a small family-owned winery, lies in the heart of the Marche’s Castelli di Jesi region.
Their Verdicchio has aromas of lemon, white peach and a hint of lime, while the palate reveals
more lemon and peach with a waxy, slightly honeyed note. This is bright and elegant with a lovely
mineral spine, refreshing acidity and a saline finish.

MONTENIDOLI, “FIORE”, VERNACCIA DI SAN GIMIGNANO DOCG
• San Gimignano, Italy 2015

100% Vernaccia from perhaps the best producer in the region. Long maceration leads to a rich
and delicious traditional wine with great character, showing aromas of hay, almond, lemon, and a
slightly seashore minerality. On the palate there is freshness and acidity from ancient seabed
soils, and the wine finishes with a touch of richness.

HUBERT BROCHARD, SANCERRE BLANC
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• Sancerre, France 2016
Sancerre Aujourd'hui Comme Autrefois is intended as a classic expression of the appellation with
aromas and flavors of citrus, fresh herbs, and elderflower. The wine shows a bit more weight and
structure than many other Sancerre sauvignon blancs, thanks to very old vines and limestone
soils. Minerals and fruit linger on the finish.

JEAN-MICHEL GUILLON, PINOT BLANC
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• Burgundy, France 2015
Pinot Blanc in Burgundy is quite rare today. Crisp apple and peach fruit with a layer of spice and
structure from aging in barrel. The spice and nutty notes make this an excellent pairing with
cured seafood or just on its own to sip.

JEAN-MICHEL GUILLON, BOURGOGNE, CHARDONNAY
• Burgundy, Cote D'Or, France, 2015
A delicious burgundian Chardonnay. Medium bodied with aromas and flavors of fresh tropical
fruits, white flowers and citrus. A balanced refreshing wine with a slight presence of well
integrated French oak.

VEIGA SERANTES ALBARIÑO
• Rias Baixas, Spain 2015

Wonderful nose of citrus fruits, stony minerality, briny sea shells and floral notes. Very pure
and slightly chalky on the palate with lime zest and tangerine over a lees/granite finish. Dry, pure,
complex.

TREFETHEN FAMILY VINEYARDS, NAPA CHARDONNAY
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• Oak Knoll District, Napa Valley, California 2016
Tropical and floral aromas highlight the entry of this classic Trefethen Estate Chardonnay.
Honeysuckle, apple, pear and lemon zest fill the palate. A rich, well-balanced wine with bright
acidity and a slight stony mineral finish.

VON WINNING, UNGEHEUER GROSSES GEWACHS, RIESLING ~ BOTTLE ONLY,
LIMITED AVAILABILITY
• Phalz, Germany 2013
Citrus colored with lime green reflections, this is Von Winning's most impressive Riesling of the
vintage. Intense, ripe and piquant fruit aromas of limes and grapefruit on the nose lead to a very
juicy and salty palate where an almost perfect amalgam of minerals and fruit juice gives a very
elegantly structured, medium to full-bodied wine. Then comes a delicious finish followed by a
persistent and
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